We proudly offer BRICKOX, an engineered manganese dioxide ore that we source and process from all corners of the globe. Materials are obtained as primary ground ores which are carefully selected and then further processed to meet specific requirements. BRICKOX can also be supplied as a slurry grade product for liquid feed.

Varying grades are available for use as a through-the-body colorant for the coloring of clay bodies. BRICKOX pigments add brown color to red- or buff- burning ceramic bodies.

Your Vibrantz representative is able to carefully assess your manufacturing needs and identify the most suitable product that meets your individual requirements. Vibrantz’s team provides technical service support and on-hand assistance in plant trials to help improve your quality and performance.

BRICKOX products are currently available in bulk (via pneumatic delivery), 2000 lb. supersacks and 50 lb. paper bags. BRICKOX is available in several particle size profiles to meet specific manufacturing specifications.

Full analysis and MSDS of individual grades are available upon request.

The information and recommendations contained herein are based on data we believe to be reliable and does not imply any warranty or performance guarantee, as conditions and methods of use of our products are beyond our control. The data herein is determined using Vibrantz’s standard test methods. Hazard and safety information with respect to this product is available in the applicable SDS. Vibrantz will not be liable under any circumstance for consequential or incidental damages, including but not limited to, lost profits resulting from the use of our products.